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Abstract
This paper proposes a new task model for expressing
timing constraints that do not naturally admit expression
in terms of deadlines and periods. In our task model, jobs
are divided into segments A, B and C which must execute following this order. Segment A is responsible for
performing its computations and compute a time-interval
wherein segment B should execute to fulfill some application constraints. Segment C is released after segment
B has finished. We consider the execution of B as valid
if performed inside that time-interval, otherwise, its contribution may be considered valueless to its task. The
model uses benefit functions to express when a given action should be performed for the maximum benefit. We
adapt some scheduling approaches from the literature and
present a feasibility test for our scheduling problem.

1. Introduction
The problem of scheduling tasks which must finish up
to a deadline is an old issue in real-time systems. As the
years pass by, new task models, scheduling algorithms
and feasibility tests were created to expand the algorithmic knowledge available to both the researcher and the
system developer. The DM [20], RM [18] and EDF [18]
are some well-known algorithms to assign priorities frequently using the periodic task model. In this model, every task τi has a fixed period Ti , a worst-case execution
time Wi and a relative deadline Di [18] (albeit in some
cases it is assumed Di = Ti ).
The meaning of a deadline for a task τi is a time-limit
to τi finish its computation. As long as its computation
has finished before the deadline, the result is always correct (at least timely correct) and its finish time does not
matter. The existence of many applications such as data
acquisition, control and actuation of mechanical components which fit in this description brought a tremendous
success to that model. A common scenario is an embedded system composed by a single processor that cyclically
and concurrently interacts with the external environment
acquiring data from sensors and controlling devices.

Although many applications can be suitably represented by that model, there are some situations in which
tasks have special constraints unachieved by periodic task
models and mainly by the concept of deadline [27]. In
some application classes, tasks demand part of their code
to run inside a specific time-interval. The time-interval is
a time window inside which the execution must take place
and its start time is usually computed during run-time. We
present some real-world use cases, mainly connected to
data transmission in embedded systems.
¬ In embedded systems, tasks can send messages using an embedded protocol controller such as i2 c, RS232,
USB, CAN. In many low cost microcontrollers, during the
data transmission the CPU is kept busy moving data from
memory to controller port and waiting for the response
or for the finishing of the transmission. Therefore, both
the tasks and the data transmission must be scheduled.
Moreover, the data transmission cannot be preempted and
sometimes has to be delivered inside a time-interval.
 In ad hoc mobile systems the transmission of packets
can be subject to route constraints. Assume that at time t1
a source device S has a packet to transmit to a destination
X. There is a chance that the radio signal from device
S cannot reach the destination (there is no feasible route
between the source and the destination X at time t1 ). In
these cases, the packet could be dropped due to a limited
buffer space in S. A better solution would schedule the
packet transmission to a future time t2 when there will
be a feasible route. However, as the routes dynamically
change, time t2 is only known during run-time.
® In high speed networks with resource reservation,
there are some applications such as video on demand that
need a dedicated connection between nodes (the wellknown call control problem) [1]. This connection has a
time during which the resource is in use and also has a
starting and an ending time. The scheduling algorithms
are on-line and the jobs (transmission of a message) are
considered non-preemptive.
Clearly, none of these use cases show a time-limit as
the main concern. In fact, they present examples where
computations must take place inside a time-interval and
maybe inside an inner ideal time-interval where the execution results in the highest benefit. In such cases, the con-
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other activity’s completion time. Also, it represents the
activity’s utility as a function of its progress. A heuristic scheduling algorithm to schedule tasks with arbitrary
time-utility shapes is presented in [21]. A potential utility
density metric gives an expected benefit for executing a
task and all other tasks it depends upon. In [8] the authors
provide an overview about scheduling tasks described by
time value functions to maximize the benefit. Even though
they present a general introduction about the topic, their
model is limited to non-decreasing time-value functions
using non-preemptive EDF. Differently from these work
about task rewarding, our reward criteria is connected to
the specific moment the job executes instead of its finish
time or the amount of computation performed.

cept of deadline as well as a periodic model are inappropriate to model applications. Unfortunately, by the lack
of theoretical study and suitable task models, applications
are implemented with conventional schedulers leading to
a lack of predictability.
In this paper we present a new task model to fulfill a
gap in the real-time literature. In our task model, tasks
may request that part of their computations execute inside a time-interval to fulfill applications constraints. The
start of this time-interval is adjusted on-line and the computations performed before or after the time-interval may
be useless for applications purposes. Inside the timeinterval, there is an ideal time-interval where the execution results the highest benefit. The benefit decreases before and after the ideal time-interval according to timeutility functions. We integrate and modify some scheduling approaches from the real-time literature in order to
obtain a solution for our scheduling problem. As a result, we created an offline feasibility test which besides
an accept/reject answer gives a minimum and maximum
expected benefit for tasks.
For implementation purposes, our scheduling approach
is built using the EDF due to its capacity to exploit full
processor bandwidth [6]. For preemptive systems with
dynamic priorities, EDF is optimum in the sense that if
a task set is feasible it can be scheduled using EDF. A
previous version of our model was presented in [10].

A good example of on-line scheduling appears in the
call control problem [2] where a sequence of requests is
dynamically made to allocate a virtual circuit between two
nodes in a network. The request is composed by the start
and the end times of that circuit. For applications such
as video and audio transmission the network has to guarantee a minimum bit rate between the nodes. The aim is
to maximize the number of accepted calls using an online acceptance algorithm. An on-line interval scheduling
problem in which a set of time-intervals are presented to
a scheduling algorithm is presented in [22]. The timeintervals are non-preemptive, have start and end times and
cannot be scheduled either early or late. As a future work,
the authors discuss a slightly different problem in which
the release times are more general and where a task could
request a given time-interval to be delivered within “x”
time units as in our problem. The time-interval would be
allowed to slide slightly to accommodate other tasks. In
the Just in Time Scheduling an earlier execution of a task
is as bad as a later execution. The scheduling algorithm
tries to minimize the earliness and tardiness. In [3] the
authors provide a comprehensive review of the JIT literature up to that date. An overview of earliness-tardiness
problems and a polynomial algorithm for E/T problems
with non-execution penalties is presented in [14]. In [25]
the authors present a heuristic algorithm to schedule jobs
minimizing the total earliness and tardiness penalties in
non-preemptive jobs.

1.1 Related Work
A classic approach to obtain a precise-time execution is
achieved through a time-driven scheduler [24]. However,
that approach does not work in face of dynamic changes
in task properties [29] such as the start time of our timeinterval. The subject of value-based scheduling is studied in many papers. In [5] the authors give an overview
of value based-scheduling, their effectiveness to represent
adaptive systems and present a framework for value-based
scheduling. A study about scheduling in overload situations is presented in [7]. In that paper, tasks have a
deadline and also a quality metric . The scheduler performance is evaluated by the cumulative values of all tasks
completed by their deadlines and the paper shows that in
overload situations scheduling tasks by its value results
in better performance. A slight different approach is presented in the classical paper [23] where a task model is
composed by tasks with a mandatory and an optional part
that increases the benefit as the task executes. However,
in that model it is acceptable to execute only the mandatory parts, also, the optional part is unrelated to a specific
time, within it must execute. A special case of imprecise computation where the reward increases as the task
executes until its deadline is shown in [11]. The Time
Utility Function model in which there is a function to assign a benefit obtained according to the task’s completion
time is presented in [16]. An extension of that work is
presented in [31] with the concept of Joint Utility Function in which an activity utility is specified in terms of

Similarly as in our model, in [30] tasks can inform during run-time, when the next activation should execute to
fulfill some applications constraints, in that case control
systems applications. In [9] tasks are divided into subtasks
according to their semantic and these subtasks have specific times to execute according to the application. However, differently from our model, the time to start a subtask
is always constant.
Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the time-interval model. Section 3
presents a scheduling approach and section 4 presents
some experimental evaluations. Section 5 presents the
conclusions and future work.
2
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2. Time-Interval Model

task τi cannot be preempted by other task τj . The start of
Bi may be postponed, however, once started it cannot be
disturbed. For instance, in real-time tracking problems
and industrial equipment’s control the sensors/actuators
cannot be shared among tasks while there is an ongoing
access. Moreover, to ensure the correct timing behavior
the operation cannot be preempted.

2.1. Definitions
We propose a task model in which a task set τ is composed by tasks τi , i ∈ {1 . . . n}. Tasks τi are described
by a worst-case execution time Wi , period Ti , a deadline
Di and Ti = Di . Each τi consists of an infinite series
of jobs {τi1 ,. . . ,τij ,. . . }, the j th such job τij is ready at
time (j − 1) · Ti , j ≥ 1 and must be completed by time
(j − 1) · Ti + Di or a timing fault will occur. We define by segment a sequential group of instructions inside
τi (as shown in figure 1). Task τi is composed by three
segments named Ai , Bi and Ci . We denote the first index of a segment as the task and the second index as the
job, thus the first job of segment Ai is named Ai1 , the
second job is Ai2 and so on for all segments. The worstcase execution time of Ai is WAi , of Bi is WBi and of
Ci is WCi . The sum of the worst-case execution time of
all segments is equal to the worst-case execution time of
task τi (WAi +WBi +WCi =Wi ). We assume that there is a
precedence relation among segments Ai ≺ Bi ≺ Ci .
The execution of segments Ai , Bi and Ci is subject to
the deadline of task τi , Di which in this sense is an end-toend deadline. Segment Ai is responsible for performing
its computations and it may require or not the execution
of segment Bi which is responsible by performing operations on devices (resources). Hence, the arrival time of
segment Bi is determined on-line by segment Ai . In case
segment Bi is required to execute, segment Ci (which is a
housekeeping code) will also execute.
Therefore, even though the execution of segment Ai is
periodic with period Ti , segments Bi and Ci are sporadic.
In case neither Bi nor Ci are required to execute, segment
Ai can execute up to the deadline Di . Otherwise, as soon
as segment Bi concludes, segment Ci is released to run.
As we consider an uniprocessor system, segments cannot
overlap in time.

2.2. QoS Metric
The execution of segment Bij is also subject to a timeinterval [si,j , ei,j ] which is defined by segment Aij during run-time and can change for each job τi,j , i.e: segment Bij must execute inside this time-interval to generate a positive benefit. The length of [si,j , ei,j ] is constant
and named ρi . Inside the time-interval [si,j , ei,j ], there is
an ideal time-interval [dsi,j , dei,j ] with constant length
named ψi where the execution of segment Bij results in
the highest benefit to τi (WBi ≤ ψi ≤ ρi ). Figure 2 shows
two jobs of task τi execution (upper section) and the benefit function of segment Bi (lower section).

segment Bi

Ci,1

Bi,2

Ai,2

sdi,1

Max benefit

si,1

dei,1
ei,1

Ci,2
t

Benef it
sdi,2
si,2

dei,2
ei,2t

Figure 2. Execution of Task τi With a Cumulative QoS Function.
The functions in figures 3 and 4 were made to represent
ordinary applications requirements and so they also represent different real-time constraints. Figure 4 represents a
strict benefit where the segment Bi must execute inside
the ideal time-interval [dsj , dej ], otherwise the benefit is
−∞, meaning a catastrophic consequence. Figure 3 represents a cumulative benefit where the benefit decreases
from maximum (inside the ideal time-interval) to zero at
the time-interval limits. The choice of a particular function for a task is an application constraint which also determines the values of si,j ,ei,j ,dsi,j and dei,j .
In those figures, the y axis represents the achieved benefit v and the x axis is the activate time t. The segment
Bij is presented as running with its worst-case execution
time (WBi ), starting at startbj and ending at endbj . The
benefit v(t) as a function of time is given by the equations in each figure. In equation 1 the QoS is shown as
the cumulative benefit by the execution of segment Bij
inside the time-interval. The equation results in a value
in [0%, 100%] and represents the percentage of the maximum benefit. The maximum benefit is only achieved
when Bi runs all its code inside the ideal time-interval
[dsi,j , dei,j ]. The goal is to maximize the QoS for each
job Bi . As previously stated, the execution of segment

Execution

segment Ai

Bi,1

Ai,1

Task τi
Instructions
Start segment(A)
.
.
segment Ai
.
.
.
End segment(A)
Start
. segment(B)
.
.
segment Bi
.
.
End segment(B)
Start segment(C)
.
.
segment Ci
End segment(C)

Execution
τi,2

τi,1

segment Ci

Figure 1. Task τi With Segments.
The time-interval problem may also present constraints
regarding exclusive access during segment B execution
inside the time-interval. Clearly, the nature of the resource
under segment B control imposes access constraints to ensure the consistence during resource’s operation. Also,
we assume that during the execution inside the ideal timeinterval the CPU is busy controlling the resources. We
assume segment B as non-preemptive, which fulfills the
access constraints. Therefore, the execution of Bi from
3
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dence can be enforced through the deadlines of each subtask [4]. Considering the original deadline of task τi as
Di , it is possible to assign new deadlines to each subtask
such that DAi < DBi < (DCi = Di ). Thus, the execution order will agree with the precedence constraint.
A different problem appears when instead of only a
precedence relation among subtasks there is a temporal
constraint, such as in the time-interval problem. The timeinterval definition states that segment Bi must start inside
a time window adjusted by Ai . The minimum time to release Bi is a problem constraint and this value may be
used as a deadline for the previous segment. Therefore,
in the time-interval problem the deadline partition rule is
determined using the problem constraints.
Without loss of generality we assume a lower bound
and an upper bound for the release time of segment Bi
[Bmini , Bmaxi ] and set the deadline DAi = Bmini and
DBi = Bmaxi + ρBi as in figure 5.
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WB i

0

ej

sj
startbj

endbj


0,




1,



ds −t
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t
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dsj ≤ t ≤ dej
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Figure 3. QoS For a Cumulative Benefit.
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Figure 4. QoS For a Strict Benefit.
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Bi is not always required and in this case there is not an
associated QoS value.
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Figure 5. Limits to Release Bi .
v (t) dt

endBi,j − startBi,j

· 100

The second challenge is the release time of subtasks.
We need to enforce in the schedulability test that a subtask must be release only after a predetermined time. In
this situation, we apply offsets[28],[13],[26] to control the
release of subtasks and an offset oriented test to fulfill the
requirement.
The third challenge is the non-preemptive aspect of
subtask Bi . In a similar way, the feasibility test must
ensure the execution of the non-preemptive subtask cannot be preempted by any other subtask. Jeffay and Stone
in [15] proposed a schedulability test to verify the schedulability of tasks in the presence of interrupts, which are
non-preemptive tasks with the highest priority.

(1)

3. Scheduling Approach
In most scheduling problems the main interest is to ensure the tasks’ deadline will not be missed. In this cases,
the deadlines as well as the periods are embedded constraints in the problem definition with a direct correspondence in physical world.
For implementation purposes, it is natural to represent
the segments in our model as a set of subtasks. Therefore,
we map all the segments of task τi into subtasks keeping
the same names Ai , Bi and Ci . Subtasks Ai and Ci are
scheduled using a preemptive EDF scheduler by its capacity to exploit full processor bandwidth [6]. A distinction is
made to subtask Bi , which is non-preemptive and scheduled in a fixed priority fashion. In a broad sense, when
a task τi is divided into subtasks each subtask possesses
its own deadline and the last subtask has to respect the
task’s deadline, in this case an end-to-end deadline Di .
Even though the task τi has a deadline equal to period
(Di = Ti ), the subtasks require inner deadlines, which
must be assigned using a deadline partition rule.
The first challenge in our scheduling approach is the
precedence among subtasks. In EDF, the correct prece-

3.1. Offline Feasibility Test
In the following subsections, we verify the schedulability of a task set τ splitting the problem in two parts as
shown in figure 6. In the first part we test the schedulability of subtasks Ai and Ci in face of non-preemptive
interferences by subtasks Bi . A negative answer (reject)
means that all task set is unfeasible. In contrast, a positive
answer (accept) means that all subtasks Ai and Ci will
finish up to their deadlines even though suffering interference by non-preemptive subtasks.
The next part applies a second test based on a responsetime to verify if the strict subtasks Bi are schedulable. A
4
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negative answer means all task set is unfeasible. Otherwise, all strict subtasks Bi will execute inside their ideal
time-intervals and receive the maximum QoS. Using the
same response-time test, we determine the minimum and
maximum QoS which can be achieved by all cumulative
subtasks Bi .

The schedulability of an asynchronous task set with
deadline less than or equal to period can be verified by
equation 3. In asynchronous task sets the schedule must
be verified up to [2H + Φ] [19] where H is the hyperperiod (H = lcm{T1 , T2 , . . . , Tn }) and Φ is the largest
offset among tasks (Φ = max{Φ1 , Φ2 , . . . , Φn }). Hence,
the schedulability test must check all busy periods in
[0, 2H + Φ], which has an exponential time complexity
O(H 2 ) [12].

Accept
Accept
Test 1

Test 2

-subtasks Ai /Ci
were guaranteed

Reject

-strict subtasks
were guaranteed
-QoS range for
cumulative subtasks

∀t1 , t2

Reject

Feasibility Test for Subtasks A and C

The feasibility of test of subtasks A and C is performed
using the processor demand approach [17]. The processor demand of a task in a time-interval [t1 , t2 ] is the cumulative time necessary to process all k task instances
which were released and must be finished inside this timeinterval. We assume gi (t1 , t2 ) the processing time of τi .
The processor demand approach works by observing
that the amount of processing time requested in [t1 , t2 ]
must be less than or equal to the length of the timeinterval. Therefore, ∀t1 , t2 g(t1 , t2 ) ≤ (t2 − t1 ).
Lets assume a function ηi (t1 , t2 ) as the number of
jobs of task τi with release and deadline inside [t1 , t2 ].
i −Φi
i
ηi (t1 , t2 ) = max{0, b t2 +Ti −D
c − d t1 −Φ
Ti
Ti e}. Where
Ti is the period of task i, Φi is the offset (phase) of task
i and Di is the deadline of task i. In figure 7 the only
jobs accounted by ηi are jobs τi,2 and τi,3 . Job τi,1 has a
release time before t1 and τi,4 has a deadline after t2 .

τi,1

τi,2

τi,3

(3)

Clearly, for the special case of synchronous task sets,
the offsets Φi = 0 ∀i ∈ {1 . . . n}, t1 = 0, t2 = L and
the schedule repeats itself every hyper-period H. Furthermore, for the specific case where the deadlines are equal to
periods, the test based on processor demand is equivalent
to the test based on processor utilization.

Figure 6. Feasibility Tests.

3.1.1

g(t1 , t2 ) ≤ (t2 − t1 )

Accounting the Interference of Subtasks B
An important step to check the feasibility of preemptive
and non-preemptive tasks was made by Jeffay and Stone
in [15]. The authors have shown a schedulability condition in a model to ensure the schedulability of EDF in the
presence of interrupts. Basically, the authors assume interrupts as higher priority tasks which preempt every application task. Therefore, they model the interrupt handler
interference as a time that is stolen from the application
tasks. So, if tasks can finish before their deadlines even
suffering the interference from the interrupt handler, the
task set is schedulable. The task set is composed by n
application tasks and m interrupt handlers. Interrupts are
described by a computation time CH and a minimum time
between jobs T H. The least upper bound on the amount
of time spent executing interrupt handlers in any interval
of length L is f (L).
Theorem 3.1 A set τ of n periodic or sporadic tasks and
a set ι of m interrupt handlers is schedulable by EDF if
and only if

τi,4
t2

t1

∀L ≥ 0
g(0, L) ≤ L − f (L)
where the upper bound f (L) is computed by:

Figure 7. Jobs of τi .
The processor demand inside the time-interval is
equal to the number of jobs which were activated and
must be completed inside the time-interval multiplied
by the computation time Wi . Therefore, gi (t1 , t2 ) =
i −Φi
i
max{0, b t2 +Ti −D
c − d t1 −Φ
Ti
Ti e}Wi and the processing demand for all task set is :

f (0) = 0

f (L −
+ 1,


P1)

m
if i=1 d TLHi eCHi > f (L − 1)
f (L) =
f (L − 1),



otherwise
(4)

g(t1 , t2 ) =
n
X
t1 − Φ i
t2 + Ti − Di − Φi
c−d
e}Wi
max{0, b
T
Ti
i
i=1

The proof is similar to the proof in [17]. The difference
is that in any interval of length L, the amount of time that
the processor can dedicate to the application tasks is equal
to L − f (L).

(2)
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We intend to verify the schedulability of Bi computing
its response-time (rt), assuming that all subtasks Bi are
always released at dsj as shown in figure 8. In the same
figure, we use β to describe the time-interval between the
release at dsj up to ej . In subtasks with cumulative criticality (as shown in figure 3) it is possible to finish after the
ideal time-interval, resulting in a lower QoS. In contrast,
subtasks with a strict criticality (figure 4) demand the execution inside the ideal time-interval i.e: it is necessary to
verify if in the worst possible scenario rt(Bi ) ≤ ψ. Note
that in a strict subtask Bi , sj = dsj , dej = ej .

Using this method, subtask Bi is modeled as an interrupt handler, subtasks Ai and Ci are implemented as EDF
subtasks and the feasibility checked using theorem 3.1.
The theorem to account for interrupt handlers as expressed
by Jeffay and Stone assumes a synchronous task set with
deadlines equal to periods.
We extend this theorem using the processor demand
approach to represent asynchronous systems and deadlines less than periods. In this case, subtasks Ai arrives
at time zero (ΦAi = 0) and Ci arrives at time ΦCi . To
ensure subtask Ci runs only after subtask Bi , subtask Ci
has the offset set to ΦCi = DBi . We assume F (t1 , t2 )
as the processor demand due to interrupts in [t1 , t2 ]. The
new feasibility test in which all subtasks Ci have offsets
and subtasks Bi are modeled as interrupts is:
∀t1 , t2 ≥ 0
g(t1 , t2 ) ≤ (t2 − t1 ) − F (t1 , t2 )
In the time-interval problem, subtasks B have a timewindow during which can be active. So, applying [15] is
pessimistic due to the accounting of interrupts where they
cannot execute. An improvement
is obtained by inserting
Pm
i
an offset ΦHi as in i=1 d L−ΦH
T Hi eCHi to represent the
fact an interrupt cannot happen before Bmin.
The algorithm 1 has complexity O(H 2 ). Unfortunately, in the worst
Qn case the hyper-period is the product
of all periods i=1 Ti . Therefore, in practical situations
the algorithm can be applied only when task periods result
in a small hyper-period.

β
ψ
dsj

DB i
sj

Response-Time rt(Bi )ej

rt(Bi )
rt ≤ ψ
rt ≥ β + WBi
ψ < rt < β + WBi

QoS
100%
0%
QoS(Bi , rt(Bi ) − WBi , rt(Bi ))%

Figure 8. QoS According to the rt.
The response-time can be divided into worst-case
response-time (wcrt) and best-case response-time (bcrt).
The wcrt provides the worst possible scenario for the execution of Bi and in this sense the QoS is the minimum
possible. On the other hand, the bcrt provides the best
possible scenario for Bi resulting in the maximum QoS.
Computing the wcrt and the bcrt of subtask Bi makes
it possible to obtain a QoS as shown in figure 8. Therefore, applying the wcrt of a subtask Bi as a response-time
in figure 8 results in the minimum possible QoS. In contrast, applying the bcrt as a response-time results in the
maximum possible QoS. The first line in the table inside
figure 8 covers the case where all Bi runs inside the ideal
time-interval [dsj , dej ]. The second line covers the case
where the execution takes place outside the time-interval
[dsj , ej ] (remember that now we are considering all subtasks Bi released at dsj ) and the third line covers the case
where part of Bi runs inside the time-interval [dsj , ej ]. In
case Bi represents a subtask with strict criticality, rt(Bi )
must be ≤ ψ (resulting in QoS = 100%), otherwise the
QoS is −∞ and the task set is rejected.

Algorithm 1 Feasibility test - first test.
for all t1 such that 0 ≤ t1 ≤ 2H + Φ do
for all t2 such thatP
t1 ≤ t2 ≤ 2H + Φ do
n
t2 +Ti −Di −Φi
g(t1 , t2 ) =
c −
i=1 max{0, b
Ti
t1 −Φi
d Ti e}Wi
F (t1 , t2 ) = f (t2 ) − f (t1 )
if g(t1 , t2 ) > (t2 − t1 ) − F (t1 , t2 ) then
return nonfeasible
end if
end for
end for
{It is feasible. Apply the second test}
return feasible

3.1.2

dej
WBi

Feasibility Test Based on Response-Time

Differently from subtasks Ai and Ci which are scheduled
by EDF, our scheduling approach assigns a fixed priority to all subtasks Bi according to a heuristic rule. The
heuristic rule has two metrics, criticality and slide factor. In the first metric, tasks can be strict or cumulative.
Subtasks with the strict criticality correspond to a group
of subtasks with higher priorities than subtasks with cumulative criticality. Inside each group, priorities are given
inversely proportional to the sliding factor computed as
sfi = WψB . The sliding factor is related to the capaci
ity a subtask has to slide inside the ideal time-interval and
obtain the highest QoS.

Computing the Response-Time
The worst-case response time of non-preemptive sporadic
subtasks can be determined by the sum of three terms.

wcrtBi = WBi + max (WBj ) +
j∈lp(i)

bcrtBi = WBi
6

X

W Bj

(5)

j∈hp(i)

(6)
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the rt and the actual maximum QoS might be lower than
the values given by the offline test.
We simulate the same task set for 10.000 time units, assuming the release time uniformly chosen between Bmin
and Bmax (table 4). Subtasks Bi and Ci are required in
90% of τi activations. The simulation shows a consistent
result where the minimum QoS values are equal or higher
than the values given by the offline test. Thus, the offline
test can guarantee that during its execution no task will
ever obtain a lower QoS than computed by the offline test.

The first term in equation 5 is the worst-case execution time of subtask Bi . The second term is the maximum
blocking time due to subtasks running at moment Bi is
released. We account this value as the maximum execution time among the subtasks Bj with a lower priority (lp)
than Bi , leaving the interference of higher priority (hp)
subtasks for the next term. The last term is the maximum
blocking time due to subtasks Bj with higher priorities.
We account this value adding all subtasks Bj with higher
priorities than Bi . Unfortunately, in some situations the
time-intervals of Bi and Bj may not overlap and it may be
impossible for Bj to produce interference upon Bi , even
though it has a higher priority.
The best-case response time for subtasks Bi (shown in
equation 6) occurs when Bi does not suffer any interference from other subtasks Bj (e.g: when all other subtasks
Bj are not required to execute). As a result, the best-case
response time of Bi is its own worst-case execution time.
Under the assumption that WBi ≤ ψi (section 2.2) and
bcrtBi = WBi , the maximum QoS given by the offline
test will be always 100% if the task set is feasible.

subtask criticality
prio ρ ψ Bmin Bmax
B1
cumulative 3
12 10
10
20
B2
strict
1
8
8
20
26
B3
cumulative 2
14 8
15
20
Table 2. Parameters of Subtasks B.

subtask wcrt bcrt min QoS max QoS
B1
14
6
41.6%
100.0%
B2
8
2
100.0%
100.0%
B3
14
6
25.00%
100.0%
Table 3. Offline Feasibility Results.

4. Experimental Evaluation
In this section we illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed feasibility test comparing its result with a simulation performed on the same task set.
Our experiment is composed by three tasks (τ1 ,τ2 ,τ3 ),
each of them subdivided into three subtasks. The worstcase execution times, periods, deadlines and offsets are
presented in table 1.

subtask wcrt bcrt min QoS max QoS
B1
14
6
41.6%
100.0%
B2
7
2
100.0%
100.0%
B3
13
6
41.6%
100.0%
Table 4. Results Through Simulation.

τ

subtask Wi Di
T i Φi
A1
4 10 40
0
6 31 40 11
B1
τ1
C1
2 40 40 31
A2
3 20 40
0
τ2
B2
2 34 40 20
C2
2 40 40 34
A3
2 15 60
0
τ3
B3
6 31 60 18
C3
1 60 60 31
Table 1. Example With Three Tasks.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
xxx This paper presents the time-interval model for expressing timing constraints that do not naturally admit expression in terms of deadlines and periods. The model is
useful for a niche of real-world problems which by the
lack of theoretical study, are implemented with conventional schedulers resulting in lack of predictability. It applies benefit functions to express when an action should
be performed for the maximum benefit.
We apply some approaches from the real-time literature with adaptations to our scheduling problem to create
an offline test. Besides an accept/reject answer for tasks
with critical benefit constraints, the offline test gives a
minimum and maximum expected benefit for non-critical
benefit tasks. As a future work, we intend to investigate
how to dynamically re-order the non-preemptive sections
to increase the benefit during run-time.

The specific parameters of subtasks B such as criticality, priority(prio), ρ,ψ,Bmin and Bmax are presented in
table 2. The results of the offline test can be seen in table 3. The subtask B2 (with strict criticality) always runs
inside the ideal time-interval, resulting in the maximum
QoS. The other two subtasks have cumulative criticality
and present a minimum QoS of 41.6% and 25.0% respectively. Due to a pessimistic offline test, the wcrt shown in
table 3 is an upper bound of the rt values. Therefore, we
should expect that the actual minimum QoS (obtained by
simulation) might be higher than the values given by the
offline test. In the same way, the bcrt is a lower bound for
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